Preservation of Tombs of Sultan Ibrahim & Amir Sultan Muhammad, WHS Makli

1ST CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

Folio V – Numbering System
**Unique Numbers of Folios, Components, Elements**

**FOLIOS**

- **ID** - Introduction
- **AD** - Architectural Drawings
- **NS** - Numbering System
- **PD** - Photographic Documentation
- **SD** - Superimposed Drawings
- **DT** - Damage Assessment & Proposed Treatments
- **MA** - Historic Brick Masonry Analysis
- **MT** - Material Treatments & Guidelines
- **CA** - Consultants’ Assessment

**Building and Element Numbering**

Structure Numbers

- 01. Sultan Ibrahim
- 02. Amir Sultan Muhammad
- 03. Entrance Chamber
- 04. Collapsed Structure

**Drawing Numbers**

- Plans: **00-10**
- Sections: **11-20**
- External Elevations: **21-30**
- Internal Elevations: **31-40**

**Buildings Segments Numbers**

Based on Building, Level, Façade and its subsequent faces and alpha divisors. i.e. *(Building Number):*

**Façade: Sub-Face: alpha acronym.**

For example *(1)21.1a* = *(Sultan Ibrahim) External Façade South. sub-face 1, section a or (2)31.*
TOMB OF SULTAN IBRAHIM

Folio V – Numbering System
Section - 011
SECTION- 012
Section - 013
Section- 014
SECTION- 015
Section - 016

016 North West Section
SECTION- 017
Section - 018

[Diagram of a section of a building with measurements and labels]
SOUTH ELEVATION - 021
West Elevation - 023
North Elevation - 025
SOUTH EAST ELEVATION - 026
EAST ELEVATION - 027
SOUTH EAST ELEVATION - 028
TOMB OF AMIR SULTAN MOHAMMAD

Folio V – Numbering System
PLAN AT LEVEL 01

Level 1 Plan
PLAN AT LEVEL 02

Level 2 Plan
PLAN AT LEVEL 06

Level 6 Plan
South Center Section
Section - 012

East Center Section
013 South Section
Section - 015

015 West Section
South Elevation - 021

021 South Elevation
022 West Elevation
023 North Elevation
024 East Elevation
Gate Archway

Folio V – Numbering System
PLAN AT LEVEL 02

Level 2 Plan

[Diagram of Level 2 with labels 021.1, 022.1, 022.2, etc.]
SECTION - 011

011 South Section
Section - 012

012 North Section
SOUTH ELEVATION - 021
West Elevation - 022
NORTH ELEVATION - 023
024 East Elevation